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    The Elements of Style is an immensely complex object. As a style guide, it is split between the easily identifiable current-traditional rhetoric of William Strunk’s 1918 rules and the not so easily decoded move that E.B. White’s prose takes as it builds a scaffold of metaphor and desire for language as identity; White tells readers that “the setting of a  word is...as restrictive as the setting of a jewel” (TEOS 69). White’s entanglement of English language with a valuable commodity is evidence of why we need to pay attention to the impact of his style guidance. Performing Strunk and White style has value in U.S. culture. But the English that The Elements of Style constructs commands different prices from different writers, especially visible to us in the novice academic writers whose identities intersect with academic literacy.

    Strunk and White’s book was originally published by the prestigious Macmillan Co. in 1959 and released simultaneously to both the college and trade markets in a time of shifting social ground: an expanding college population and a publishing culture that was moving from an editorial model to a marketing model.  Strunk and White’s placement in the Book-of-The-Month Club’s program of culture allows us to see the way their style guide contributed to the construction of an American middlebrow desire for a comprehensible world--one that could be contained in books and described in equally comprehensible language. Club members read themselves into who they wanted to be: successful, upwardly mobile professionals offsetting materialism through the specific kinds of knowledge BOMC books offered, as Janice Radway describes in her history of the club, A Feeling For Books (1997). At this post-WWII mark, a subscriber could purchase a scaffold for a self that was educated, tasteful and civilized in all the old Arnoldian ways. But this mid-twentieth century subject was also formed by the existential doubts of the Sputnik age, and the BOMC offered its readers narratives for a certain approach to the times. The  BOMC was a partner in the construction of an American social culture that was emotionally responsive to domestic and global change while promoting a normative set of Western values (Radway 324) and  maintaining an Arnoldian essentialism. 
     Radway, for example, points to the overwhelming “whiteness of experts” (331) who, in authoring the club’s non-fiction works (e.g. The Rise and Fall of the Roman Empire, Exodus, Kon Tiki) proved that books were the site of all that is important to know, were associated with Western centers of knowledge and written by important men.  In 1959,  E. B. White was one of those important men, and The Elements of Style one of those books, holding all that was important to know about “good writing”.  The Elements of Style prescribed an English usage for an educated yet unpretentious generalist, a perfect description of the BOMC reader who “rejected the insularity” of the knowledge specialist (Radway 358). White’s work ranged from children's books to short essays for Harper's and The New Yorker on urban and rural themes. His unmistakable voice in The New Yorker’s Comments section created the sound of that magazine, still recognizable more than thirty years after his death. In grafting his chapter “An Approach to Style” onto Strunk’s 1918 rules, White told his editor at Macmillan that he would change what was “narrow and  bewildering” about the original text (White, Letters 414). Those changes were minor updates of Strunk’s most musty diction. What White did was add an essay to the end of the book that puts his material mark on the literacy he constructs, a racialized, gendered and classed projection of his essayist style. This calls to mind what Kate Vieria says: that literacy is “not only a social product... literacy is an object that actively constitutes the social” (Vieira 27).  This aptly describes the work done by The Elements of Style as well as the BOMC. With a membership of nearly a million people after WWII, its version of literacy created a powerful middle class consumer literary culture that threatened the established literary elite with a reading list   Most of the BMOC selections have long since been consigned to history. But The Elements of Style--its sales numbers in the millions-- still holds fast as a current guide to “the best” writing, still lands material “blows” (Bogost) as a non-human actor on the social world by propogating its brand of academic literacy. 

    Radway argues that the club “normalized and naturalized a class-specific view of the world through the particular body of material it sent out” (357). She notes the preponderance of matter of fact racism and imperialism in the BMOC’s selection lists of the 1950s. A typical BMOC narrative was one Radway describes encountering  as a teenager in Gods, Graves and Scholars, published in 1958 by C.W. Ceram. Ceram writes about “the archeologist’s grandiose task: to cause to flow once more that historic stream in which we are all encompassed.” (Ceram qtd. in Radway 333.) Ceram uses racist tropes to construct the primitivism that he contrasts with white civilization, writing,  “without our heritage of five thousand years of history...we would be no different from the a-historical bushman” (ibid). 
    
    So It should come as no surprise to know that Strunk and White are on this bookshelf alongside Ceram’s book. Both texts embrace an unbroken selective tradition; both construct whiteness.  As Radway argues, in the 1950‘s  BOMC books were “deeply involved in the ongoing project of constructing whiteness in the face of a threat posed by peoples who could no longer be ignored or fully controlled by the apparatuses of colonial administration and domination” (315). The Elements of Style was perfectly at home in this library, a handbook for constructing linguistic whiteness through the imperialist tropes of E.B. White. He “prefer[s] the standard to the offbeat.” He compares “new vocabularies” to the “beat of strange drums.” He steers us away from “the exciting rhythm of special segments of...society” and reassures writers that “all of us come under the spell of these unsettling drums...” (TEOS 81-2). He later includes the lure of advertising language but quickly reminds everyone that the genteel choice is to be resolute, to “buy the gold faucets if you will, but do not accessorize your prose” (ibid). So, as a BOMC selection, The Elements of Style in its function as guide to a white linguistic habitus, provided one of the club’s most important services to American culture, as Radway argues: its books constructed the “proper objects for desire” in a middle class educated society (330). I propose adding to these objects  a performance of English language that comes out of the history of the educated white middle class subject’s proper objects for desire: language that reaffirms a cultural affiliation with certainty, boundaries, clarity and whiteness that has become an autonomous linguistic style.

    Radway shares a survey by Ernest Dichter (312) who found BOMC subscribers more interested in building a collection than in acquiring individual books. Dichter discovered that one thing mid-twentieth century BMOC readers desired was a “personal library of books that they could be proud of and could present to their children as a hedge against growing social complexity and historical uncertainty” (312-13). Radway argues that the BMOC selections constituted a “middlebrow library” (312).  Amid the enormous histories and biographies the slender Elements of Style brought its complementary “manifesto” of linguistic certainty to these complexities (Prendergast).  Following Radway’s argument, I believe The Elements of Style sat on subscribers’ shelves as a constitutive part of such a middlebrow library, constructing its own narratives of desire for a middle class identity.

    By the start of the twentieth century, the consumption of books was a comfortable marriage between commerce and literature.  Joan Shelley Rubin sees late nineteenth century “democratization of culture in a consumer society” that was in part co-constructed by a thriving publishing industry and a rising professional meritocracy, a culture that had imbibed Mathew Arnold’s fetishized notion of books as necessary to the cultivation of a tasteful, genteel and civilized self and society. Middlebrow culture constructs a relationship between books, commerce and art in such a way that a book like The Elements of Style constitutes Laura Miller’s idea of the publisher’s perfect “book package”: a balance of the commercial success of a practical guidebook and E.B. White’s cultural capital as literary authority. This fusion between capitalism and literary culture does not make every critic happy, however.  In 1960  New Yorker writer Dwight Macdonald famously declared the BMOC the epitome of “mid-cult”, his most despised category of middle class pretension to culture.  Macdonald pontificated from the highbrow heights of the Partisan Review that the club “has been supplying its members with reading matter of which the best that can be said is that it could be worse” (Radway 310).  Macdonald’s albeit pedantic critique of the normative cultural function of gentility provided by an institution such as the BOMC is relevant here. This is where the continued circulation of The Elements of Style’s notions of “good writing”--its consistent #1 position on three different Amazon lists and the nearly unanimous misty-eyed love it elicits from so many people who write for a living--intersects with a murkier less-discussed side of middlebrow culture: the role of a standard English language in a genteel social performance. TEOS is the guide to that performance.
  
    Rubin describes a nineteenth century emergent middle class concerned with gentility as a show of “taste” in terms of carefully curated behaviors as moral commodities: “[T]he fashionable man...wore his soul ‘on the outside of him’” (4).  A blurring of class distinction promised by meritocracy led to the invention of cultural regulations and boundary markers spelled out in the manners handbooks of the day with which members of the middle class began erecting “the thorny hedge of etiquette” (Haltunnen 115). Robert J. Connors points to the writing handbook’s origins in the ”handbooks of conversation” (87). With titles like Don’t! and Discriminate!,  these handbooks (ibid) spoke to the middlebrow desire for gentility (Rubin 3). As Connors points out,  conversation handbooks “were the products of cultural rather than pedagogical needs” ( 87). I argue that The Elements of Style presents a similar non-pedagogical cultural scheme tied to a nineteenth century fetish for a “genteel performance” (Halttunen) of language. In Martine’s Handbook of Etiquette (1864) for example, there are countless conversational behaviors that are “proof of bad breeding”. Some of both Strunk’s and White’s rules seem to be directly in line with the dictates of Martine’s Handbook: for example, where Martine reminds readers: “Rousseau tells us, that ‘persons who know little, talk a great deal, while those who know a great deal, say very little’” (19) Strunk says: “Omit needless words” (TEOS 17).  Martine admonishes, “Avoid the habit of employing French words in English conversation...it is extremely bad taste” (26), while White’s Rule 20 warns: “{S}ome writers ...sprinkle their work liberally with foreign expressions...It is a bad habit. Write in English” ( 67 ). The motive, both for Martine and for White, is to reinforce both the genteel markers of self-restraint and a politely framed suspicion of outsiders.
    Rules rose from the American bourgeois belief that “outward conduct reflects inner virtue” (Halttunen).  According to Karen Halttunen, this was accomplished by a meticulous adherence to rules in a “genteel performance” invented to reconcile its mechanics with the Victorian ideal of sentiment--which stems from a true and sincere heart. Performance of gentility then became a hypocritical performance of sincerity as well, “a flawless self-discipline practiced within an apparently easy, natural, sincere manner” ( 93). This performance became quite fetishized, theatrically staged in the “polite social geography” of the parlor (102). Halttunen quotes The Young Man’s Friend (1855) on how to enter an acquaintance’s house appropriately: “If an appointment had been made, the visitor was to stand at the door as the clock chimed the hour: ‘...your body must be in a right line with the frame of the door at the instant the first stroke of the great clock sounds. If a moment later, your character is gone.’” (Halttunen 102.)  This conflation of absurd precision with character is a familiar trope in the history of composition.
  The performance of gentility was highly orchestrated to conceal any glimpse of a life that might be less orderly than the handbooks suggested. Etiquette’s “thorny hedge” could maintain a distinction between the genteel and others in an American historical moment of shifting class boundaries, just as the dinner party hostess could cultivate a genteel performance through establishing boundaries between front and back regions of the house.
    The rituals of this polite social geography resonate with my reading of The Elements Of Style as a guide to genteel language performance, complete with the implied racial division of the genteel home into distinct spaces for the family and for servants. The genteel home was divided into “front” and “back region{s}”: This way, the performance of the social self could be kept separate from the less perfect realities of domestic life: crying babies, servants washing dishes, or “any stage effect...that is, the preparation and effort required to sustain the genteel performance.” (Halttunen 102). 
    In chapter V of The Elements of Style, White brings his signature performance of gentility to the page, pointing to the need for a writer to understand the division between a “parlor” and a “back region” in language. While acknowledging that language is always “in flux”, White wants to teach writers the difference between the whole picture of available language and what belongs foregrounded in a “distinguished” (TEOS 66 ) piece of writing. His method hinges on the staged “self control without stage effect” (Halttunen 105) of the genteel performance:  “Place yourself in the background” is White’s first rule in “An Approach to Style” ( 70 ).  He goes on to describe writing as a performance of genteel stylistics and staged sincerity: “to achieve style, begin by affecting none--that is, place yourself in the background” (56). This is one of the most destructive bits of advice in The Elements of Style. White had in mind writers like himself who are already represented by the language. For a writer with other language practices, other identities, anyone expressing difference-- this rule constitutes a violent suggestion.  As Bruce Horner points out, the background is where the interesting labor of writers takes place. Students are always already using language in meaningful ways in the background, out of authorized spaces. This separation between the background and what belongs foregrounded in academic literacy is a request for a genteel performance with all the racialized, gendered and classed tactics that entails.  
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